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1. INTRODUCTION 
Duality relationships for programming in complex space were given in [l] 
for linear programs and in [2] for quadratic programs. In this paper, a pair of 
symmetric omplex quadratic programs are presented in the sense that when 
the dual program is recast in the form of the primal, its dual is the original 
program again. 
The complex programs to be considered are the following: 
PRIMAL (P): 
Minimize 
Subject to 
F(z, u) = Re[Q u* Du + & x*Cx + p*x] (1) 
and 
DUAL (D): 
(2) 
(3) 
Maximize 
G(w, w) = Re[- 9 v* Dv - w*Cw + b*o] (4) 
Subject to 
and 
1 arg( - A *e, + Cw + p) ] < : - OL (5) 
I arg 0 I < 8. (6) 
Symbols used in the above programs have the following meanings: A is 
an m x 71 matrix, C and D are Hermitian positive semi-definite matrices of 
dimension n x n and m x m, respectively; b, u, and v are m-vectors; p, .a, 
and w are n-vectors; all with entries from the field of complex numbers. The 
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entries of A, C, D, b, and p are constants; whereas those of a, u, w, and w 
are variables. 01 and /3 are respectively n- and m-dimensional real constant 
vectors with 0 < 01,< n/2, 0 < ,f3 < n/2. Here, and throughout, 7~12 denotes 
the vector of appropriate dimension with 7~12 in each entry. Vector inequality 
constraints apply to each component of corresponding vectors, e.g., 
1 arg z 1 < 01 means 1 arg a(“) / < atk), K = l,..., n. Arguments of complex 
numbers are restricted to the interval (- r, ~1. The complex number zero 
will be assigned the argument zero. * denotes conjugate transpose. Bar 
denotes conjugate. 
It is easy to see that if (D) is written as a minimization problem its dual 
is just (P) written as a maximization problem. It is this property that Dorn[3] 
calls symmetry. 
If D is the zero matrix, then problems (P) and (D) reduce to the dual 
quadratic programs in complex space of Hanson and Mond [2]. If both C 
and D are zero matrices, the dual linear programs in complex space of 
Levinson [I] appear. 
If A, C, D, b, and p have only real entries and if CL = 0, ,!I = 0, then 
problems (P) and (D) re d uce to the symmetric dual quadratic programs in 
real space of Cottle [4]. If, in addition, D is the zero matrix, the dual quadratic 
programs in real space of Dorn [5] appear. If, also, C is the zero matrix, (P) 
and (D) reduce to a pair of dual linear programs in real space. 
DUALITY 
We shall make make use of the following: 
LEMMA 1. If C is positive semi-definite Hermitian, then for any complex 
vectors x, and x2 (of appropriate dimension) 
Re[z~Cz, - z$.z, - 2(2, - x2)* Cz.J > 0. 
PROOF. Since C is positive semi-definite Hermitian, we have 
(Xl - x28)* C(z, - x,> z 0 
z1*cz, + zz*cz, - gcz, - x:cz, >, 0 
z:cz~ - gcz, - 2(2, - zJ* cz, + #2x, - 2:c-z~ >, 0. 
Since the last two terms in this inequality are conjugate, and the difference 
of two conjugate numbers is pure imaginary, we have 
Re[s,*& - z.$‘z, - 2(x1 - us)* Cs.J > 0. 
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LEMMA 2. Let z, and z2 be two complex vectors of the same dimension. If 
then 
I arg z1 I < 01 < f and ! arg za ( < 5 - OL 
I ark& + +J I < t . 
The last result follows easily by considering corresponding components 
in each of the three inequalities. 
THEOREM 1. The infimum of (P) is greater than or equal to the supremum 
of w 
PROOF. Let (z, U) satisfy (2) and (3) and let (v, w) satisfy (5) and (6). 
From (2), (6) and Lemma 2, 
/ arg{@)(Du + Ax - b)ck)} ( < 1 arg W 1 + 1 arg(Du + Az - b)(“) / 
,<+; k = l,..., m. 
:. Re(v* Du + v*Az - v*b) > 0 or Re v*Az > Re(b*v - v* Du). 
(7) 
From (3), (5), and Lemma 2, 
arg{Z@)( - A *v + Cw + p)(*) 1 < 1 arg 5(k) / + 1 arg( - A *v + Cw + p)(“) 1 
+ k = l,..., n. 
or 
* Re(z*Cw + x*p - z*A*v) > 0 . . 
Re z*A*v = Re v*Az < Re(p*z + z*Cw). 
From (7) and (8) 
(8) 
Re(b*v - v* Du) < Re(p*x + z*Cw). 
Now, from Lemma 1, 
(9) 
and 
Re-v*Du>--+v*Dv-iu*Du. (11) 
Substituting (10) and (11) into (9), we obtain 
Re[--)v*Dv - +u*Du +b*v] < Re[ix*Cg +Q W*CW +P*z]. 
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Hence 
G(v, w) = Re[- h o* De, - k w*Cw + bag] 
< Re[Q z*Cz + 4 u* Du + p*z] = F(z, u). 
LEMMA 3. If (q, , o u ) is an optimal solution of problem (P), the-n it is an 
optimal solution of the following complex linear program :
Problem A: 
Minimize 
Subject to 
f (x, u) = Re[$Cz + ut Du + p*z] (12) 
larg(Du+Az--b)/ <+--fi (13) 
and 
( arg z 1 < a. (14) 
PROOF. It is clear that (z,, , uO) is a feasible solution of Problem A. Suppose, 
now, that for some feasible (zl , ul) 
fh 9 4 < f&l 9 %A 
I.e., 
or 
Re[z,*Cq + ut Du, + p*x,] < Re[$Cz,, + UC Du, + p*q,] 
Let 
W’(z,*C + P*> C-G - zo> + uo* p(ul - yo)] -c 0. (15) 
3 = 20 + fyz, - 20) and u2 = uo + J$u, - %I), 
for some real X, 0 < h < 1. Now 
I arg(Az, + Duo - b) I =G F - B 
implies 
and 
1 arg(l - h) (AZ, + Du, - b) ] < T - /3 
implies 
Iargh(Azl++u,--bb)l <%-/3. 
Therefore, by virtue of Lemma 2, 
I =-f&W - 4 z. + %I + W - 4 u. + h&l - b) I 
=IargAz,+Du,-bb G:---j3. (16) 
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Similarly 
I arg z. I d 01 implies Iarg(1 -h).z,j <a 
I arg z1 I < a implies I arg k I < a. 
Therefore, by virtue of Lemma 2, 
I arg[(l - 4 x0 + xZ;l I= I arg z2 I< a. (17) 
From (16) and (17), we see that xs is feasible for Problems (P) and A. Now 
m* 9 %> - eo 9 uo> 
= Re[& z;Cz, + + u; Du, + p*x, - Q z,*Cx, - 4 u,* Duo - p*zo] 
= Re[+ (z2 - zo)* CC+ - zo) + ($C + P*) (2% - zo) 
+ 4 (us - ,>* W, - go) + %Y D(uz - uo)l 
= X Re 
[ 
t (xi - so)* C(z, - zo) + (z,*C + p*) (.zi - x0) 
+&I - uo> * WI - uo) + 6 %I - uo)] . 
Hence, by taking X sufficiently small, F(x, , us) - F(zo , uo) will have the 
same sign as 
W($C + P*) (zl - zb) + ~0” D(u, - u,)], 
which, by (15), is negative, contradicting the assumption that (z. , u,,) is 
an optimal solution of (P). Therefore, (z, , uo) is optimal for problem A. 
THEOREM 2. If either (P) or (D) h as an optimal solution, then both (P) and 
(D) have optimal solutions and the minimum of (P) equals the maximum of (D). 
PROOF. Assume (z, , o u ) is an optimal solution of problem (P). By Theo- 
rem 1, if there exists (v. , w,,) that is feasible for (D) and such that 
Wo 3 wo) = F(zo , uo), then (v,, , wo) is an optimal solution of problem (D). 
By Lemma 3, (q, , o u ) is an optimal solution of problem A. Let us rewrite 
problem A in order to put it into the form treated in [l]. 
It is easy to see, by a consideration of corresponding coordinates, that for 
any vector u there exists vectors I, s, and y such that u = Y - s, where 
I arg r I < Y, I arg s I < Y, and where y is a real m x 1 vector of constants 
satisfying 0 < y < p/2. With this substitution, problem A becomes 
Miniiize 
Re[z,*Cz + uz Dr - u$ Ds + p*z] 
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Subject to 
I arg s I < Y. 
Now the dual to the above problem is the following [l]: 
Problem B: 
Maximize 
Re b*v 
Subject to 
1 arg(- Dv + Du,) 1 < 5 - 7 
I arg(fi - %) I < $ - Y 
i arg v i < 8. 
v-9 
(19) 
Since y > 0, (18) and (19) imply 
Dv = Du,, . (20) 
By the duality theorem for linear programming in complex space ([l], Theo- 
rem 2.2), there exists a vector v,, that is optimal for Problem B and such that 
Re[z,*Cz, + u,* Du, $ p*z,] = Re b*v, . (21) 
Now, (z,, , v,J is obviously feasible for problem (D). Since D is Hermitian, 
utilizing (20) it follows that 
vt’o*~,=v,*Du,=u,*Dv~=u,*Du,. 
Thus, from (21) and (22), 
(22) 
WA,, u,J = Re[$ SX% + S 4 &, + p*z,,] 
= Re(- 4 z,*Cz,, - 4 u,* I&,, + b*v,,} 
= Re{- 3 s&Z’z,, - 3 v,* Dv,, + b*q,} = G(z,, , v,,). 
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This proves that (z, , v,,) is optimal for (D). The remainder of the theorem 
follows from the symmetry of (P) and (D). 
COROLLARY 1. a) If (x0 , uO) is optimal for (P), there exists a u, such thut 
Du, = Dv, and such that (x0 , q,) is optimuE for (D). b) If (q, , v,J is optimal 
for (D), there exists a zO such that (q, , ,, v ) is optimal for (P) and such that 
cz, = cw, . 
The first part of the Corollary was demonstrated in the course of proving 
Theorem 2. The second part follows by the symmetry of (P) and (D). 
THEOREM 3. If either (P) OY (D) has an optimal solution, then they have a 
joint optimal solution. 
PROOF. Assume, without loss of generality, that (a+,, ue) is an optimal 
solution of (P). By the previous Corollary, there exists a v,, such that 
Du, = Do, and such that (za , v,,) is optimal for (D). It follows that (z,, , v,,) 
is feasible for (P). As shown in (22), 8 T$ Dv,, = 4 u$ Du, and hence 
F(za , u,,) = F(z, , va). Thus (z,, , va) is a joint optimal solution. 
Our next theorem generalizes the “complementary slackness” condition in 
real programming. 
THEOREM 4. Let@,, O v ) be an optimal solution of(P) and let (w, , vO) be an 
optimal solution of(D). Then 
Re[@(Du, + AZ, - ZJ)‘~‘] = 0, k = I,..., m (23) 
and 
Re[@( - A*q, + Cw, + P)‘~‘] = 0, k = l,..., n. (24) 
PROOF. From (2), (6) and Lemma 2, 
1 arg{+$)(Du, + AZ,, - b)(k)} 1 < / arg $’ j + j arg(Du, + AZ, - b)‘“’ 1 
+ k = l,..., m. 
From (3), (9, and Lemma 2, 
1 arg{$)( - A *va + Cw, + p)lk’} I < 1 arg St) I 
+ 1 arg( - A*v, + Cw, + P)(k) I < $ , k = l,..., n. 
Thus 
Re[@)(Du, + AZ,, - b)(k)] > 0, k = l,..., m (25) 
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and 
Re[fp)( - A*v 0 + Cw 0 + p)‘“‘] > 0 A , k = l,..., n. (26) 
From (25), (26), and Lemma 1, 
Re[t ZJ~ Dv, + 3 u$ Duo + v~Azo - $61 
and 
>, Re[v,* Duo + v,*Az, - v,*b] 3 0 (27) 
Re[) z,*Cz, + Q w,*Cw, - z,*Av,, + z,*p] 
>, Re[z,*Cw, - z;A*v,, + z,*p] >, 0. (28) 
From Theorem 2, 
Re[a a,* Duo + 4 z,*Czo + p*z,] = Re[- 1 v,* ho - 4 w~CW, + b*vo]. 
Hence 
+ 4 w;Cw, - z,*Av, + p*zo] = 0. 
(27), (28) and (29) imply 
Re[v,* Du, + v,*Aa, - v,f6] = 0 
and 
Re[z,*Cw, - z$A*v, + z,*p] = 0. 
(30) and (25) imply (23); (31) and (26) imply (24). 
(29) 
(30) 
(31) 
SELF-DUALITY 
The symmetric dual complex quadratic programs (P) and (D) permit a 
formal type of self-duality that generalizes the self-dual quadratic programs 
in real space of [4]. 
THEOREM 5. The complex quadratic program (PI) 
Minimize 
Subject to 
@, u) = Re[* u*C,u + 4 z*C,z + p*z] 
I arg(C,u + 42 + P> I < 5 - B (32) 
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and 
I arg 2 / < B, (33) 
where A, is skew Hermitian, and C, is Hermitian positive semi-de$nite, is self- 
dual. Moreover, if (PI) is feasible, then Min 0(x, u) -= 0. 
PROOF. The dual of (PJ is (DJ 
Maximize 
#(w, w) = Re[- 3 v*C,v - Q w*C1w -p*z] 
Subject to 
larg(-AA:v+C,w+p)l~~-B (34) 
and 
I arg v / < 8. (35) 
Since A, is skew Hermitian, (PI) is self-dual. Also, since A, is skew- 
Hermitian, 
Re z*A,z = 0, for all z. (36) 
Assume (x, u) satisfies (32) and (33). It follows from Lemma 2 that 
]arg(z*C,u + z*A,z + z*p) 1 < t 
or 
Re[z*C,u + x*A,z +p*z] 3 0. 
Hence, making use of (36) 
Rep*x > - Re x*C,u. 
Therefore, 
e(.z, u) = Re[$ u*C,u + + z*C,z + p*x] 
3 Re[$ u*C,u + 4 z*C,z - z*C,u] = 3 Re(u - z)* C,(U - Z) 2 0. 
Since (PJ is bounded below, it follows from a result of Frank and Wolfe 
([6], App. i) that (PI) has an optimal solution. 
Since (D1) is formally the same problem as (PJ, (DJ also has an optimal 
solution and for any (w, V) satisfying (34) and (35), $(w, V) < 0. 
Now, with (~a , q,) optimal for (PJ and (wa , v,,) optimal for (Da), 
0 < f@, , ql> = $@Jo , %> G 0. 
Hence, 
@ll , wo) = eil , %> = 0. 
In the course of the previous proof; we have also demonstrated the follow- 
ing: 
COROLLARY. If@,,, ,, v ) is a joint optimal solution of (PI) and (Dr), then 
so is (vO , zO) and e(z, , vO) = B(vO , zO) = 0. 
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